Chief of Base, Pulleus
Chief of Mission, Frankfurt

Operational/CASE/ZIPPER
V-3001

Ref: BUL-3568
EOCA-15102

1. The identification of the cryptonym requested in your message is:

"Untersuchungsausschuss Freiheitlicher Juristen"
(Investigating Committee of Freedom Loving Lawyers)

2. For your information, this cryptonym replaces Identity 1.

APPROVED:

Dist:
2 - PULL (iden. under s/c)
7 May 53

GER. D.
SECRET
SECURITY INFORMATION

Attachment under s/o to EUCAN (1804)
Identity 1 is TEMPER

11 MAY 1953

Dist:
2 - PILL

G.D.

SECRET
SECURITY INFORMATION